
Display size: up to 70" 
Maximum Load: 80 lbs. (31.75 kg)
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CEZ-FS
 Silver

CEZ-FB
  Black

Total 
assembled 
stand weighs 
only 38lbs. and  
packs neatly 
into included 
carrying case.

CEZ-FB (black)

CEZ-FS (silver)

cieraportables.com

Top Component Shelf 18.5x14 

FOLDING TRUSS SECTIONS 
Our unique folding truss sections are 
incredibly strong, light weight, and 
durable.  Set-up takes less than 5 
minutes. Folding Truss Sections are 
permanently assembled with 
embedded screws. No more lost parts!
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7 Leveling Feet Provide Stability 
Base Dimensions 31.5 x 23.5 x 1"

Setup/take down in less 5 minutes

Universal TV Interface included

Overall height 74 inches

TV m ounts at 64 inch to center of TV  

Top Component Shelf 18.5"wx14"d 

Anodized coating protects against 
scratches

Padded Carrying Case with shoulder 
strap for easy transport and storage

Low profile 1" steel reinforced base 
with seven leveling feet provide 
stability on virtually any surface.
Base Dimensions 31.5 x 23.5 x 1"

EZ Fold™ Portable  Flat  Panel  Floor Stand 
For flat panel displays between 28-70 Inch Diagonal

The CiERA EZ Fold™ fits in included heavy duty and padded partitioned carrying case with 
shoulder strap and handles.  Stylish design with light weight portability. Quick and easy assembly 
with minimal (included) tools.  The perfect stand!

The CiERA EZ Fold™ Portable Flat Panel TV/Monitor Stand offers modular light weight anodized 
aluminum truss sections that easily assemble without the use of tools. All assembly screws are 
embedded in the truss columns and are tightened with a few turns. Includes a Universal TV 
Interface  for VESA 100x100 - 400x400.

The CiERA EZ Fold™ measures 74 inches from the Top Component Shelf to the bottom of the 
low  profile 1"high base.  The assembled stand weighs in at just 38 pounds.

Embedded Screws

FEATURES

EZ Fold™

         TOP COMPONENT SHELF
Top Component Shelf (18.5w x 14"d) mounts 
behind the screen to hold your video conferencing 
camera, laptop or other components while 
maintaining a clean professional appearance.

UNIVERSAL INTERFACE BRACKET 
The included Universal TV Interface supports  
VESA 100x100 to 400x400 and fits most TV's 
from 28-70 inch diagonal

PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE 
Your TV can mount in either Portrait or 
Landscape with no additional hardware 
required. Great for Point of Sale displays and 
Trade Show applications.

ULTIMATE IN PORTABILITY 
Heavy Duty Sectioned Padded Carrying Case 
with shoulder strap and handle for easy 
transport and storage.




